The new look in gravity latching systems

LOKK•LATCH
Lockable, pedestrian & privacy gate latch

AT LAST there's a gravity latch that's key-lockable and stylishly designed.

From the designers of the revolutionary Magna-Latch® and Tru-Close® gate hinges comes the innovative LOKK•LATCH™, an affordable but superior, pedestrian and privacy gate latch.

LOKK•LATCH takes a radical new approach to the gravity latch principle and combines the benefits of key-lockability and reliable latching action with sleek design and 100% rust-free components.

Modern styling and the highest-quality molded and stainless steel components make LOKK•LATCH the most exciting gate device in years.

An optional ‘External Access Kit’ allows a latch to be opened and locked from outside the gate (e.g. street side).

- Key-lockable (no padlocks)
- 100% rust-free...for life
- Tough, molded housings
- Stainless steel components
- Can open & lock both sides
- Suits all gate materials
- Reliable latching action

d&d technologies
'The fencing innovators'

Optional Kit...
EXTERNAL ACCESS KIT
Opens & locks gates from outside the fence.

Iron/Aluminum  Wood  Brick/Masonry
The revolutionary new LOKK•LATCH is available in three 'Systems' to suit different materials. All latches can be fitted to left- and right-hinged gates. System 1 is designed for iron and aluminum posts. System 2 is ideal for vinyl, wood brick and larger metal materials. System 3 can be used on all materials but offers the additional strength of (short) side-fixing legs.

All Systems are available as:
- Latch only
- Latch and External Access Kit
- External Access Kit only

Adjustable, threaded rod
The adjustable push-rod included with the 'External Access Kit' is to allow installation of the kit to posts of varying dimensions (11/4" - 5"). The rod is easy to adjust and provides fine fitting.

Side-Fixing Legs
Systems 2 & 3 feature side-fixing legs that provide added strength (lateral) for gates with larger post materials.

Dimensions
Dimensional drawings show all latch options...

Use MAGNA•LATCH® magnetic gate latches for swimming pool & child safety gates

Optional GATE HANDLE

Latch & External Access Kit
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